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Load data for 6.5 creedmoor 143 eld x

Not sure if this information is out there, but does anyone know what hornady powder uses 6.5 Creedmoor Precision Hunter in 143 ELD-X? It seems to shoot great in my rifles better than I can produce at this time unfortunately. Not sure if this information is out there, but does anyone know what hornady powder uses 6.5 Creedmoor
Precision Hunter in 143 ELD-X? It seems to shoot great in my rifles better than I can produce at this time unfortunately. I'm guessing more than likely h4350. This is what they used in loading matches Can you pull out a bullet and put out a powder with one of precision hunting rounds, see what it looks like and check the weight? It could be
their superformance powder... I read that superformance on the shelf it's not exactly the same as what they use in their ammo though. Can you pull out a bullet and take out a powder with one of the hunting rounds of accuracy, see what it looks like, and check the weight? It could be their superformance powder... I read that superformance
on the shelf it's not exactly the same as what they use in their ammo though. Yes, I weighed it at 40.8 grains, it looked like an H-4350, but not sure. Hornady list 40.9 Gr as max for H4350 in Creed with 140 gr. Bullets. The speed was 2650 out of 24 barrels. So it could be the H4350. Another thing I read is the large ammo produced do not
use the same pills as on the shelves. They use special mixtures. So you may not be able to duplicate exactly. I would say that if you could get to the same speed with about the same load density, you can duplicate it pretty well though. They used to list 41.5 grains h4350 on they're a match ammo box they used to list 41.5 grains h4350 on
are match ammo box Hornady list 40.9 Gr as max for H4350 in Creed with 140 gr. Bullets. The speed was 2650 out of 24 barrels. So it could be the H4350. Another thing I read is the large ammo produced do not use the same pills as on the shelves. They use special mixtures. So you may not be able to duplicate exactly. I would say that
if you could get to the same speed with about the same load density, you can duplicate it pretty well though. I used 40.8 grains and don't group close as well as the factory wheel. They used to list 41.5 grains of h4350 on They're Wrestling Ammo Box True. Number 40.9 comes from their 8th birthday. I think it was the first edition with
Creedmoor. So, this edition was at the same time they had 41.5 recipe for the box. I wish I had pulled one of their 140 Amax loads when I had some. Just to see what the weight of the bullet is. True. Number 40.9 comes from their 8th birthday. I think it was the first edition with Creedmoor. So, this edition was at the same time they had
41.5 recipe for the box. I wish I had pulled one of their 140 Amax loads when I had some. Just to see what weight was. That never made sense to me. Just shows how conservative the manuals are you may need to use the chronograph to verify the factory's ammo speed, then work your load up to duplicate the speed. That might work.
True. Number 40.9 comes from their 8th birthday. I think it was the first edition with Creedmoor. So, this edition was at the same time they had 41.5 recipe for the box. I wish I had pulled one of their 140 Amax loads when I had some. Just to see what the weight of the bullet is. This is the first time factory load shoots better than one of my
hand loads which is frustrating for me. If it's a mixture then I can't do much about it. You may need to use a chronograph to verify the speed of the ammo factory, then work your load up to duplicate the speed. That might work. Do you have any good loads for this bullet you used? My rifle is a 24 8 twist proof barrel with standard chamber
and saturated 700 SA Page 2 2885 of my 26in criteria. 5 shot group in general in the .25-.3ish range. I shot a few 3 shots I... 1s Sounds like great speed and amazing groups. SDs are probably low enough? Is the RL-17 very temp sensitive? My ace is 8. Yes, it can be when winter starts to get out. It seems that my accuracy will fall away
when it gets below freezing Last finish: October 28, 2017 I pulled one of the 143 Precision Hunters apart the other day and found 41.0 grains of powder in Hornady brass with CCI primer. The powder looks like H4350 to me. The speed of the 143 Precision Hunters in my rifle is just shy of 2700 fps. ** Update ** My MV is now 2745 after
shooting 85 rounds over a new barrel. I also stripped down the 147 Match round and found 40.0 grains of what looked like an RL17 with a CCI primer. When I checked hornady load data for 147s, surely enough RL17 and Standard URP are there around 40.0 grains to be near the advertised speed. Have any of you tried N204 in 6.5 CM? I
had 4# listed for sale in the ads, but sold it locally to a friend's line. Shoots 6.5 x 47 mm and with 130 gr. Berger VLDs started getting a 1-hole group right off the bat. First with 3 rounds and then with 5 in average .3 and he is just getting started! It makes me think about 6.5mm and with brass CFP for CM, I wonder if I should still have the
powder. He also uses H4350, or did, and most opinions benefit from either the H4350 or RL17. I used the following load in 4 different faiths with the same results. Dang in one group of holes. I recently shot a string through labradar chronny and had es 2 fps. Recently loaded into some more for a woman new tikka and had es 7 with SD 2.8
-Hornady brass along the entire length of the size of a bumpy shoulder .001 , trim length 1.916 -143gr EL D-X -41.2 gr H4350 -CCI-BR2 Primer -2.166 CBTO W/ Hornady Comparator -2721 fps of 26 8 twist I also loaded on several others with the same components and CBTO just a slightly different powder charge H4350, which have all
produced loads that shot in .1 and .2's. In my experience using the above components with powder charge 41.2 to 41.9 grains, if it does not shoot bugholes, it is a rifle or operator. A lot of hate hornady brass, but I had no problems. I have several cases with five loads on them and primer pockets are still good. Maybe I was lucky with that
batch of brass I bought... I used the following load in 4 different faiths with the same results. Dang in one group of holes. I recently shot a string through labradar chronny and had es 2 fps. Recently loaded into some more for wives new tikka and had es 7 with SD 2.8 -Hornady brass full length size bumpy shoulder .001 length trim 1.916 -
143gr ELD-X -41.2 gr H43 50 -CCI-BR2 Primer -2.166 CBTO W / Hornady Comparator -2721 fps of 26 8 twist I also loaded on several other confessions with the same components and CBTO just a little different powder charge H4350, which have all produced loads, which he shot in .1 and .2's. In my experience using the above
components with powder charge 41.2 to 41.9 grains, if it does not shoot bugholes, it is a rifle or operator. A lot of hate hornady brass, but I had no problems. I have several cases with five loads on them and primer pockets are still good. Maybe I was lucky with that batch of brass I bought... How far from the ground are you jumping with
those bullets? True. Number 40.9 comes from their 8th birthday. I think it was the first edition with Creedmoor. So, this edition was at the same time they had 41.5 recipe for the box. I wish I had pulled one of their 140 Amax loads when I had some. Just to see what the weight of the bullet is. This is from an old box. I sent them an email
about this topic and they told me to use RL17 but did not give me the exact weight. Loaded ladder up to 41.5 and shot 2800 fps,without pressure marks. I just saw what the others were doing. I shoot 41.4 g H4350 and get 2600-2615 in my 18 . I would never try a bullet, but a guy let me shoot his Black Hills 143, and they grouped very well
in my rifle. I almost just replicate the BH load as close as I could. Edit-You mean ELD-X okay? 41.7 low knot 42.5 high knot It seems to be consistent in all 6.5 credos I loaded for with 143 eldx. Reaction: No2psi Do you see any signs of pressure at 42.6? And what speed you're getting. I'm shooting 24 factory wild heavy varmit barrrel and
at 41.7 get just over 2800 no pressure sign. When I chart my ladder test speed through the grains it shows the knot at 40.3-40.7 to 26500 FPS then it starts with a pretty sharp spike at 41 grains. I'm getting quite new to the load and don't like pushing boundaries. If you have getting 2800 with 41.7 I would leave it alone if the accuracy is
there. Im getting no pressure sign in my 24 Kriger with 2774 fps and slight marks in my sons 24 CBI, I exceed remember his speed. The 41.7 is a very accurate load in most of the 6.5 creedmor rifles I shot. Last edited: February 13, 2019 42.3 of my 24 RPR. How to get directly to 2700-2710. I do in Prime brass: 41.6 of my 24 in barrel
research evidence with 147 ELDm's. Speed is 2685, standard deviation 9, extreme dispersion 24. Half the MOA all day. Which is suitable for my entertainment purposes. Reaction: nrfUSAF When I ran my ladder test I was using my Magnetospeed, so my figure figures were accurate, but the 2804 with 41.7 grains seems awfully fast on the
factory wild barrel. I was using Hornady once fired brass, annealed, with WLR primers. I was jumping .025. I missed quoted earlier I was running 26 factory barrel. Thinking about loading up a few rounds and run it up to 42.5 or so, and see if I can find a high knot or start to see the pressure. I think I'll end up loading on or around 40.5. I
recorded 10 laps at 40.5 and got a decent group underneath, just over half an inch, but most of the group was horizontal. And he had SD 9. The best group I've shot so far has been hornady precision hunter 143 that shot 10 shot group, 100 yds that I covered completely with a dime. but the SD was in the mid 30s with the ES in the high
70s or 80s, but it ran about the same FPS as my 40.5 load, 2650 avg This is a nice group with ammo factory! I just pick up a 6.5 confession tikka starts trying 143s over h4350 this week someone else shooting eldx with tikka? It was planning to launch at 41.5 works well with my match rifle with 140g eldms no more information would
appreciate last edited: November 14, 2020 Just a little off topic, but I believe the 143 ELD-X is a hidden bullet for Creed. My experience is that 144 of Berger's hybrids can beat him by a tenth of an inch. Pretty good for a hunting bullet. I'm a little different from most using SuperPerformance with the best accuracy coming from a CCI large
rifle and very good accuracy and a little more speed from the WLR. Reaction: inge0071 inge0071
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